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Visio-style thumbnails: immediately preview an image or video, right-click to view the corresponding information, and edit image
properties right on the thumbnail (select and edit image size, orientation, resolution, compression, format, etc). Animated GIFs: create
personalized animated GIFs from the current folder of multiple images, or create GIFs of any number of images from any folder. Full-
size image preview: zoom in to see images in detail. Multi-page images: quickly navigate between the pages of a multi-page file. Right-
click: create thumbnails of an image or video in your current folder, send by email, set as your wallpaper (tiled or centered), and much

more. ContextView Pro can open and display images and video from any folder and the Windows Explorer. It is completely
configurable. An "Add-On for Explorer" mode is included, allowing you to quickly view thumbnails or full-size images and videos right
in the Explorer. Additionally, ContextView Pro can display thumbnails for any video file or audio file from any folder and the Windows
Explorer. ContextView Pro has a fast and small footprint. It supports files of any size and is compatible with all the world's computers
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ContextView Pro

- Text-wrapping: Text is wrapped automatically if it is wider than the window - Colorize: Colorize the selected text using custom colors
- Highlight Selected Text: Highlight the selected text (double-click selected text) - Highlight Selected Text (Emphasize): Highlight the
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selected text (double-click selected text) and make it bold - Cut Selected Text: Cut the selected text (ctrl+d) - Copy Selected Text: Copy
the selected text - Paste Text: Paste the text in the destination text box - Cut All: Cut the selected text - Copy All: Copy the selected text

- Paste All: Paste the text in the destination text box - Cut/Copy/Paste to/from files: Cut, Copy, and Paste the selected text to or from
files - Center Text: Centered the selected text - Center Text (Emphasize): Make the selected text centered - Undo: Undo last

cut/copy/paste operations - Undo All: Undo all last cut/copy/paste operations - New Image: Create a new image with the selected text -
New Image (Emphasize): Make the selected text the new image - Delete Image: Delete the selected image - Delete Image (Emphasize):
Make the selected image disappear - Delete All Images: Delete all images - New Slideshow: Create a new slideshow with the selected

text - New Slideshow (Emphasize): Make the selected text the new slideshow - Delete Slideshow: Delete the selected slideshow - Delete
Slideshow (Emphasize): Make the selected slideshow disappear - Image Resize: Resize the selected image - Image Zoom: Zoom the

selected image - Image Zoom (Emphasize): Zoom the selected image - Image Rotate: Rotate the selected image - Image Rotate
(Emphasize): Make the selected image rotate - Image Rotate (Rate): Make the selected image rotate at a set speed - Image Rotate

(Degrees): Make the selected image rotate at a set degree - Image Rotate (Rate): Make the selected image rotate at a set speed - Image
Rotate (Degrees): Make the selected image rotate at a set degree - Image Flip: Flip the selected image - Image Flip (Emphasize): Make

the selected image flip - Image Flip (Rate): Make the selected image flip at a set speed 77a5ca646e
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"Convenient and powerful graphics and multimedia "add-on" for Windows Explorer that saves time and increases productivity by
allowing you to preview image, animation, video, and audio files without having to open a separate application or even leave your
workspace. Simply right-click a desired file, and you will have immediate access to a thumbnail preview of the image or video and its
properties, as well as the ability to quickly convert to any of over 70 supported formats, slideshow files in the current folder, view
thumbnail lists when multiple files are selected, copy to the clipboard, send by email, set as your wallpaper (tiled or centered), create
GIF animations from selected images, etc. Click the thumbnail preview and a full-size display is immediately shown in a resizable
window. You can zoom files in the window to see them in detail. ContextView Pro handles even large files extremely fast, so you won't
waste time waiting for images and videos to load. You can progress through images in the current folder using the left (previous) and
right (next) arrow keys on your keyboard. If a multi-page file is loaded, you can also move between its pages using the up and down
arrow keys. Images can be edited (Add Noise, Anti-alias, Average, Brightness, Color Resolution, Contrast, Despeckle, Median, Mosaic,
Motion Blur, Oilify, Posterize, Remove Redeye, Saturation, Sharpen, Shear, Emboss, Gamma Correct, Gaussian Filter, Grayscale or
Hue. Formats include: AFP, ANI, AWD, BMP, CAL, CGM, CLP, CMP, CMX, CUR, CUT, DGN, DIB, DRW, DWF, DWG, DXF,
DWG, EMF, EPS, EXIF, FAX, FLI, FLC, FPX, GBR, GEM, GIF, ICA, ICO, IFF, IMG, ITG, J2K, JBIG, JIF, JPEG, JTF, LBM,
MAC, MDA, MSP, PBM, PCD, PCT, PCX, PDF, PGM, PNM, PPM, PSD, PLT, PLT2, PBM, PCL, PNG, PTK, RAS, SCT, SGI,
SHP, SMP, SVG, TIFF, TGA, XBM

What's New in the ContextView Pro?

Icon 4 Windows Reviews for Icon 4 Windows Unfortunately, the program crashed on my home PC. It was very frustrating, since I
needed to open an image, but could not... I am sure there is a fix for this, but I cannot get it to work. I have not found any
documentation on what happened, or how to fix it, and I could not find a download for Icon 4 Windows on the Wizard.com website.
What a shame. Rating: -1/5 1 of 1 people found this review helpful Good tools, but horrible DLL 5/22/2006 Reviewer: goshawk Works
fine, but the DLL is horrible. I received the following error: err80200800 - Fix the issue with Icon 4 Windows Icon 4 Windows Reviews
for Icon 4 Windows Rating: -1/5 11 of 15 people found this review helpful Works but have to Update 9/10/2006 Reviewer: Steve
Works Fine, but I had to download a fix for the DLL. I hope it has been solved. Rating: +1/5 6 of 8 people found this review helpful
Great software 9/9/2006 Reviewer: Jay I use Icon 4 Windows for just about everything. The software is easy to use, has everything I
need for just about anything, and it's fast. You can easily replace text, graphics, photos and videos. The only thing it doesn't have is the
ability to rotate a photo to make it look like a postcard or a strip of film. Great software. Rating: +2/5 7 of 8 people found this review
helpful AWSOME! 9/8/2006 Reviewer: Steve This is the best photo editor I have ever seen. It has everything I need. You don't need to
look at your photo, or any of the other photo editors, to know what you are doing.Portable devices are becoming more and more
popular. These devices provide users with a variety of functionality. For example, a mobile telephone may provide users with the ability
to place and receive phone calls, send and receive text messages, capture and store digital images, access the Internet, and so on. As
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technology advances, these devices are becoming more powerful. For example, mobile telephones may now be equipped with advanced
processors and significant memory. As the complexity and functionality of the portable devices increase, users may become confused as
to how to perform various tasks. For example, users may have difficulty identifying functions on their portable devices, such as buttons,
menus, display screens, and so on. As another example, users may have difficulty learning how to use the functionality of their portable
devices.
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System Requirements For ContextView Pro:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Mac OS X 10.6 or later For PC, OS: Windows 7 SP1/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 (64-bit only)
Processor: Intel Core i5 or higher (2.8 GHz or higher recommended) Memory: 6 GB or higher Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 650 or
higher / AMD Radeon HD 7870 or higher DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 15 GB available space
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